
Parts A x7 3.5 x 16mm countersunk screw

Top mounting 
bracket x1

Bottom mounting 
bracket x1

Tray swivel plate  
x2

Pole x1

Bottom
Template P1

Top
Template P2
x1

Tray  x2

Tray swivel plate  
retaining pin  x2

1 Mark base of cabinet for fitting carousel using the template (P1) provided. Drill pilot holes.
Fit bottom mounting bracket using 3 screws.

2 Mark top of cabinet for fitting carousel using the template (P2) provided. Drill pilot holes.
Fit top mounting bracket using 4 screws.

Please ensure that all the above fittings are present before installation begins.

Tools required

3/4 CAROUSEL PLUS 900mm (IP2CC390)
Assembly and fitting instructions
To fit 900mm x 900mm 'L' shaped base unit.

IMPORTANT - The unit has a maximum loading limit of 30kg. Load should be evenly distributed across both trays
with maximum load capacity for each tray not exceeding 15kg. All fixings supplied must be used for installation.

IMPORTANT -
Must be positioned
as illustrated here.
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4 Lay the assembled unit on its side and insert into the 
cabinet.  Rotate the unit so that the pole is vertical. 

5 Locate the pole on the bottom 
mounting plate ensuring the lug is 
engaged. Extend the pole so that the 
top mounting plate is trapped.  

6 Rotate the unit including the mounting plates until the 
cam mechanism stops the trays centrally within the 
cabinet opening. 

IMPORTANT - The unit has a maximum loading
limit of 30kg. Load should be evenly distributed
across both trays with maximum load capacity
for each tray not exceeding 15kg.

3 Assemble trays and swivel plates onto the pole before 
fitting into the cabinet.

7 Select the required tray heights and screw the retaining pins into the pole through each tray swivel plate. 
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